More D.I.C. for your pleasure

How do you explain that a top global IT company employs
exactly two lonely IT techs and how did the President of the
company end up in jail … in Thailand?
Maybe D.I.C. is not at all what it seems…
In reality, D.I.C. brings non-FDA approved drugs & exotic
supplements into the country taking advantage of the new
homeopathic and natural remedy trend.
When ALFRED, President and co-founder of D.I.C., is thrown
in jail, his wife PRISCILLA takes control of the business.
While she thinks of herself as a smart business woman, she
is actually completely clueless and has no idea what the
company really does. She hates BOB, Alfred’s party-loving
brother, and her first order of business is to demote him to
the “it” department.
Demoted, Bob joins MARIANA in the IT department. The
dysfunctional geek is a computer genius but has zero social
skills. At first wary of Bob, she grudgingly agrees to help
him unlock the company’s computer systems and regain
control before Priscilla and her dim-witted assistant DIANA
realize what D.I.C.’s true business is and Bob ends up in jail
too!

PRISCILLA
Tammy Faye meets Edina
She is so out of touch with life: clueless about the world,
about money, about technology, about running a business
and especially about her husband’s activities. She has
diarrhea of the mouth, like a nervous tick she can’t control.
She’s attempting to sound smart and in control but of
course not even the “word of the day” calendar can keep
her from screwing everything up.
She is financially panicked because she’s living beyond her
means and her husband is not here the cover her bills.
Daddy’s little princess turned trophy wife has no concept of
what real life is. And now that Alfred is in jail, she must
figure out how to keep the money flowing.

“Bigger is better”

BOB
Douglas Reynholm from The IT Crowd
Alfred’s younger brother, Bob is a hip, cocky, party-goer, cool guy who was very happy to leave his
brother in charge. But when Alfred ends up in jail and Priscilla in control of the company, Bob
must step up to the task. It’s not easy maintaining one step ahead of Priscilla and keep her in the
dark. This situation makes for strange bed fellows between Bob and Mariana. He needs her sills
and must learn to make friends with the awkward geek.
From the corner office to the basement; from head of sales to IT customer support, from fine
dining to wrapped sandwiches at his desk, Bob will fake it until he can make it!

MARIANA
What if Sheldon was a young Latina cat lover…?
At first a little intimidated by Bob and terrified of Priscilla,
Mariana slowly realizes she has the knowledge that Bob
lacks to take back control of D.I.C.
When Bob catches her hacking into a dating site, he realizes
he needs to gain her trust to access the company’s
computer system and retake control of the company.
Socially awkward with mad computer skills, Mariana likes
her new found power and is not beyond blackmailing Bob
in order to gain popularity with the opposite sex.
“leave the pussies out of it!”

DIANA
She’s Bubble with a nervous tick
Diana is not the sharpest tool in the shed. She is totally
dysfunctional but quite likeable. She often uses random
props like a pirate sword, a boa or fuzzy pens; it helps her
cope. She tries very hard, but there’s only so much she can
handle.
She’s a people pleaser who wants everybody to get along.
She’s happy to follow whoever is leading the never-ending
parade of stupid that seems to surround her.
Insecure or oblivious, Diana never has the right answer but
that has never stopped her from trying!

SEASON 1
6 comedy network-style sitcom episodes of 20-22 mns each; dividable into 18 digital/web-style short episodes of
6 minutes each.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bigger Isn’t Always Better (Pilot): Priscilla takes control of D.I.C.
Parkour: Mariana teaches herself the art of Parcours.
Ballzz: Bob tries to sell his left nut on eBay to make payroll.
The Girls Stand Out: Mariana gets a make over and is introduced to push-up bras.
Speaking in Tongues: Priscilla tries to call the company’s global offices faking that she can speak
multiple languages.
6. Tangerine Speedo: Priscilla has a sex dream about Bob in a Tangerine Speedo washing her car.

THE TEAM











Christopher Talbot – show creator/Bob
Mhairi Morrison - Priscilla
Galicia Vaca Lopez – Mariana
TBD - Diana
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Karene Jullien – Business & Legal Affairs
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